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The definition of ‘emergence’ is ‘the process of becoming visible after
being concealed’ and this image represents us going out in public after
isolating from coronavirus.

Words and image provided by Libby Towse.

Photography: Adam Clifton

Photography: Lilliana Pievaitis
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CHIEF EDITOR’S NOTE

__

Hullo!
Welcome to the digital edition of Hull Scribbler Issue 8
– an issue that promises much, and delivers.
One thing before we get started: the Chief Editor
traditionally does a little – ahem – ‘scribble’ to
introduce the issue. And a little moderate scribble is
what I’m giving you. Yet the Chief Editor I am not. At
least not officially. I’ll explain….
The University of Hull English Society, which has
released Scribbler yearly since 2015, started 2021–22 with a President
(me), Secretary, and one Editor. Such was Covid’s legacy: the previous
team brought the Society back from oblivion during lockdown, but
presided over a tough year that saw a significant lull in typical student
activity. The recovery was still underway in AGM season.
As students tentatively explored the new opportunities the fresh
year proffered, a successful EGM gave us our full slate of four Editors.
The only outlier was Chief Editor. It’s understandable: few would throw
themselves into the deep end right after joining a society.
Was I a little cavalier in offering to oversee the role and fulfil the
one I already had? Probably. My plate already had things falling off the
side. Am I glad? Absolutely. I live and breathe creativity – fiction, poetry,
filmmaking, photography – and when I scouted universities in – gasps –
2010, Hull was one of few not to brandish a student anthology at me. So,
when Hull Scribbler was conceived in late 2014, I was overjoyed. From
Issue 2 onwards, several iterations bore my imprints – editing, articles,
creative pieces, many photos – but were always someone else’s project.
This brings us to Emergence. If I was to do a Chief Editor’s job –
something I’d never done before and may never do again – then I had to
do it right. For me, a big thing was to try to have it in print. Finances and
Covid have hindered us in the recent and not-so-recent past; notably,
our last print issue was in 2018. I dreamt of rectifying this – and hopefully
you’ve seen photographs of the result.
With a team assembled, next came the theme-choosing. The
broad stroke was an early notion; the word was not. Issue 7 – which set
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a new record for length – was titled Lockdown; the idea was to produce
its counterpart. ‘Freedom’, ‘rebirth’ and ‘awakening’ were offered with
little zeal. Then, one of my teammates cracked it: Emergence. It did all
that we wanted and more. It automatically covered both areas I’d
considered: the aftermath of a year or more of lockdowns, isolation, and
restriction; and, of course, spring (our usual release time). Soon, more
occurred to us: new jobs, new mentalities, starting university, moving
house, developing, coming out….The original idea had blossomed. And
I’m so pleased that our submissions lived up to this potential.
With vision and acuity, our eighteen creators write about
imagination, philosophy, grief, better outlooks, travels, nature, and
LGBT+ voices. There are horror, sci-fi and fantasy elements, and
narrative surprises. Allow Ben, James, Levi, Lucy and Robin to take you
into the stark worlds of their prose. Let yourself be captivated by the
tactful verse of Casey, Elise, Gabrielle, Jaydon, Lilliana, Matt, Niamh and
T.S. Drayton. Imagine, if you will, watching or listening to the drama
offered by Amy, Andrew and Katie. (If you like, you can even read my
work.) We sneaked some art in, too.
The things-through-or-beyond-other-things vibe of the print issue
was probably anticipated by its readers. But I doubt either they or you
expected quite so much photography – a nod to early Scribblers. Words
are our greatest passion, but visual arts are a close second. Sheldon
said it best (albeit in a different context): ‘Nothing beats a picture and a
thousand words.’ With tens of thousands of photographs taken in my life,
I relish the combination. Sometimes a photo and a piece are made for
each other; sometimes one is just desperate to show an image to the
world. The extent to which Amy, Faye, Lilliana, Sam and I share our
collection is greater than that of many past Scribbler photographers.
I’ll leave you with this: despite ‘mag’ being one term for us, we are
not one. We are an anthology – of all things creative. I wanted this
Scribbler to be brimming; I wanted it to slap you in the face with colour
and life. It’s a close-run thing, but Emergence has a higher word count,
and more fiction, poetry and drama combined, than any prior issue of
Hull Scribbler – so it can rightly take the crown for now! This digital
edition offers you over eighty pages of creativity. Happy reading.
- Adam,
Acting Chief Editor.
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Photography: Amy Bilton

Photography: Lilliana Pievaitis
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ROBIN BAINES
The Façade of Aristine
‘I wish we could stay like this forever.’
Aristine caressed the side of Cora’s hand, the other wrapped
around her waist – she was colder than usual. They lounged in a wide,
lush field and Aristine picked daisies up from the ground, placing them
into the other’s hair. She swatted away the flies attracted to the flowers,
not wanting them to wake up Cora.
To their left stood the crumbled ruins of a steeple that shaded them
from the midday sun. Once tall and mighty, it was now overgrown by
vines and moss. Years of erosion left a skeleton of a once grand and
holy building. Where tombstones used to reside were slabs of fallen
marble and stone, against one of which Aristine rested her back.
Speckles of gold, purple and green danced around them like fairies as
the sun reflected light through a broken stained-glass window. She
acknowledged the light orbs twitch and flicker away, before they reached
the right corner of her vision. She dared not to follow.
The right was grey. Thousands of bodies lay unaccounted for:
forgotten, unburied. Ash and smoulder reached up to a circumference
around Aristine. She hummed soft tunes and tucked Cora’s bloodsoaked hair behind her ear, pressing kisses to her forehead every other
note. Their bodies rocked back and forth to the sounds of muffled
rumbling, gunpowder and sparks.
She couldn’t block out the footsteps that approached, or the voice
that addressed her.
‘Your grace’ – she recognised the wheezing tone as Orthell’s – ‘we
must be going.’
‘No.’
The gentleness in his voice boiled a rage in the pit of her stomach.
Clumps of Cora’s hair fell through her fingers and onto the grass below.
She had to shake some of it off. ‘Leave us.’
‘You cannot stay here.’ Orthell hobbled into Aristine’s view, but she
did not look up from Cora. ‘It’s not safe. Whatever you are doing will not
hold for much longer.’
‘We’re not ready.’
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Aristine shifted Cora so her head was in her lap and her weight
pressed Aristine’s metal armour deep into her skin. Cora’s head rolled
back into an unnatural position, which Aristine corrected without much
thought. She caressed Cora’s chin and the crook of her neck.
‘When will you be ready?’
Aristine said nothing for a while, staring at Cora’s closed eyes –
how peaceful she looked. Only for a moment, her vision flickered, and
the eyes were hollow. Aristine squeezed her own eyes shut. If she
opened them again, would the dead stare go away?
‘I don’t know.’
Orthell's hand rested on her shoulder, using it to steady himself as
he knelt at her side. ‘It’s time for her to rest.’
‘No.’
‘You need to see it.’
‘No, no I can’t.
Not yet.’
‘Open your eyes,
Aristine. She can’t rest
without you.’
Tears swelled
until they started to
sting and a force more
powerful than her own
will prised Aristine’s
eyes open; blurred
lights buzzed and
flickered, destroying
the vibrant world she
created. She held
together Cora’s
decomposing corpse
in her arms: eyes
hollow, maggots
writhing in the mouth,
and hair falling out of
her skull.
Photography: Faye Armstrong
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JOSHUA BARTON
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AMY BILTON

__
THE TRUTH
A one-act radio play

ACT I

SCENE 1. AN APARTMENT
THE FAINT SOUND OF A TV PLAYING LOONEY
TUNES CARTOONS.
LIGHT FOOTSTEPS. THE TV IS SWITCHED OFF.
THE SOUND OF A KEY IN A LOCK. A DOOR
CREAKING OPEN, THEN CLOSED. KEYS THROWN
INTO A GLASS BOWL AND HEAVY FOOTSTEPS
APPROACHING.
FOOTSTEPS STOP.

DAD:

(Sounds drunk) You been watching TV again, boy?

BOY:

No.
DAD’S HEAVY FOOTSTEPS LEAVING THE ROOM.
THE SNAP AND HISS OF A BEER BOTTLE BEING
OPENED, FOLLOWED BY THE CLATTER OF A
BOTTLE TOP ON A KITCHEN WORK SURFACE.
FOOTSTEPS AS DAD RE-ENTERS THE ROOM. A
CHAIR CREAKS AND GROANS UNDER HIS
WEIGHT.

DAD:

I can tell when you’re lying to me.

BOY:

I’m not lying.

DAD:

That’s what she would say. Why should I believe
you, boy?

BOY:

Because I’m telling the truth.
DAD SLURPS HIS BEER.

DAD:

Do you know what truth is, boy?
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BOY:

It means things that are real, that are really
happening.

DAD:

And what’s happening right now?

BOY:

We’re talking.
ANOTHER SLURP.

DAD:

Talking’s what got me in this mess in the first
place. Fancy words. Fancy hair. Fancy shoes.
Fancy dress. Think we should talk more, boy?

BOY:

I…

DAD:

You talk a lot with her?

BOY:

Sometimes. Not always.

DAD:

I bet she had a lot of talking to do about me… if
she was ever sober enough to string a sentence
together. Always needed the last word. The final
word. Well, she got it. Bloody untouchable now.

BOY:

She said she was—

DAD:

She’s not coming.
(Pause.)
What? You surprised? That woman’s never showed you
an ounce of real love. Not in her entire miserable
life. For whatever it’s worth.
ANOTHER SLURP.

DAD:

Why are you looking at me like that? You think you
know better?

BOY:

No.

DAD:

Think you see something I don’t?

BOY:

I don’t know.

DAD:

Better figure it out quickly. Word of advice, boy:
if something looks too good to be true, you can sure
as hell bet it is.

BOY:

Where is she?

DAD:

Somewhere we can’t complicate things.
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BOY:

I didn’t mean to.

DAD:

Doesn’t matter what we mean, boy. Just by being, we
create shit. It’s in our nature. And the more we try
to dig ourselves out, the more we stir that shit up.

BOY:

She wished we weren’t here?
A FINAL SLURP OF BEER.

DAD:

She made her choice. We weren’t it.
THE CREAK AND GROAN OF THE CHAIR AGAIN AS
DAD STANDS UP, FOLLOWED BY HIS FOOTSTEPS
ACROSS THE ROOM.

BOY:

Dad?
FOOTSTEPS STOP.

BOY:

She’s left. For good this time. Hasn’t she?
PAUSE.

DAD:

She left us years ago, boy.
THE SNAP AND HISS OF ANOTHER BEER BOTTLE
BEING OPENED. DAD THUDS ACROSS THE ROOM.
A DOOR SLAMS SHUT.
GENTLE FOOTSTEPS. THE TV SWITCHES ON. THE
VOLUME INCREASES. LOONEY TUNES MUSIC
ECHOES LOUDLY.
END.
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Photography: Adam Clifton
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Sycamore
The tree outside my window is wearing
Pompoms of green, its spindly
Fingers stretching out the last aches
Of winter.
Fanned like a feather, it gently shakes
Its buds; its faith in the warm days of spring
Hides beneath. Each bright leaf
Curled inside
Remembers the touch of the sun and follows,
Ready to share its annual dance. Below, the man
Walks his dog, barely glancing. Above,
The shutters sleep.

Photography: Sam Bland
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Stars Over Geneva
Tonight, I did not walk alone. They were with me:
Their hearts winking, their bodies twisting between the invisible
Sheets of sky that split their light like a prism.
Tonight, they shone like jewels. Some danced like piñatas
Bobbing on soft white strings. Others sang, bellowing
Their ultraviolet song across the universe.
Tonight, their steps sent shockwaves through outer space, shaking
The earth and the air in my ears, like cosmic whispers. And I fell
In time to their eternal rhythm.
Tonight, I felt their kisses upon my skin and their fists
Still pounding the stratosphere with the fire of eons, as they gathered
To battle once again with a rising sun.
Tonight, each atom spun on its axis, entangled in quantum
Memories of where it all began, like a ripple
Racing towards the first drop in the ocean.
A billion years from now, when they walk through Geneva, breathing
Stars into their lungs and light into their hearts, they will
Hear it: the gentle beat of our shared supernova.
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Photography: Amy Bilton

Photography: Lilliana Pievaitis
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NIAMH CLARKSON
biggest bands
i’ve lost a lot of artists i love due to sharing them with the wrong people.
i’ve shared some of my biggest bands with you,
most of whom now sit in an empty room.
see, it’s difficult to share such things that you
love and care about so greatly.
when these silly songs of passion become corrupted, you
often lock them far away, so that they
never see the light of day or your face again.
when you share the things you truly love,
they never behave the way they should.
see, their faces hang off here and there
and they often cling to your skin that’s bare.
peeling you like an orange, with a cut,
it stings like fuck, but you’re all out of luck.
your biggest bands are tainted;
their images are all spray-painted.
you wish it was them, like the first time you heard,
but you know deep down it’ll never hit the same.
it reminds me of the fights on those dark nights.
the drives, the highs,
the absolute lows – as deep as it goes.
all the things that were always out of sight.
if only i’d keep my cards close to my chest,
save the things that i love best,
and keep them just for me, and only me, to see.
i’d have so many songs –
enough to make a playlist long.
yet there will always be one with my lover’s initial –
one which i’ll no doubt regret when we fizzle.
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muse
where do you go when you need a muse?
is there a second-hand shop
that stocks the discarded, the used,
the ones that have been most abused?
are they hounded by love, by touch, by words?
does it haunt them that so many have traced their broken frames –
the ones that always look great upon a page?
i wonder how often they’re asked,
‘does it feel great to be written into a song?’
now, i can’t promise a song,
but would one of my poems suffice?
yes, they’re not the best, and yes, they’re surface deep,
but would you make my day and pay the price?
i’ll lock you in this cage of words and evergreen your life.
it’ll be all fun and games – well, until you break my heart,
but i guess it’s all for the means of art –
where do you start?
cut off my oxygen, cut out my heart.
i’m lacking my muse, my heart feels so abused.
yet maybe this is what art needs the most:
the lovelorn write the best lines, after all.
crafted from sadness and displayed on my own page,
maybe this is the joy of artistry?
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feel
i held my sadness and made it my own,
for the first time in a long time.
it felt wrong to create something
i’ve been tirelessly running from.
yet, when it was mine, it was the comfort
of rain resting on a pane.
the steaming windows and cold outset.
yet it was mine – all mine.
no dark swirling, just the pain of before:
something i’m starting to long for.
i miss crying over my stupid heart
as it falls for more girls whom i think i adore.
i’m fed up of this feeling. i can’t do it anymore;
life’s nothing but a meaningless chore.
if this strangling sadness has taught me anything,
it’s how much more i want to explore.
the rain on my skin has never felt as pure
as the cold makes my emotionless core feel.
i want to slow dance in the kitchen,
in the rain, and in the snow.
in my mind’s eye it’s always with you
and i wish it weren’t,
but you’re the only thing making me feel some kind of way –
you make it worth all the pain.
to be loved by you, on a summer’s day,
as we chase the bees and swim in the stream –
that’s where i’ll be
when my edges uncurl and i am finally free
of this sadness and overwhelming misery.
reach for me.
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Photography: Faye Armstrong
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ADAM CLIFTON
Midnights
I
I am just a midnight
And I am just a fly on the water.
I am just a moment:
A brush of laced wings on the pond of time.
I am just a spider
Upon a single gliding strand of silk
Set adrift in the wind,
Where I wait for my home to be anchored.
In this darkness I am the lost.
On this midnight I am the frost
On which delicate footsteps tread
As they approach their welcome rest.
I am the plain on which to walk
And I am the pillow on which to fall.
Here at the graveyard of the world,
I lie buried beneath it all.
In this life force, I am the dead;
I lie underfoot, without a bed.
The headstone declares my name: ‘Anon.’
I am a ghost among friends.
I am a darkness that was never in vogue
And is not missed when gone.
I’m an analogue clock in a digital time:
Assessed by different measures.
I’m an ode to one who will never hear it,
And I’m a discourse with no one.
I’m a fleeting glimpse in the black of night:
Cats’ eyes that blink once and wane.
I’m an internal monologue lost in the plot
Of a one-shot, and I wither like flowers in shade.
15

I can cry a life’s tears in a day –
And of that, the only trace you’ll see
Is a fading swathe of silken sheen.
Among the many shades of green
That comprise a sullen, misty lawn
Are the drops that cleave to every stem
But will disappear at dawn.
My presence is subtle, my impact a tickle;
I am that rustle from branch to thistle.
I am that stifled voice you hear
As I strain to orate throughout the thicket,
From within the confines of nowhere.
I’m just a midnight, a second, a moment:
The one that reminds you the night is transient.
Sometimes I dread another day’s dawning,
And sometimes I fear I won’t last until morning.
But in this equation, I am the constant:
I am that which won’t change in an instant.
I’m always the thing that escapes your gaze,
But I will remain till the end of days.
In the light-filled hours across this land,
I’m a sweltering stone on a sunstruck beach.
The world is a blessing, and I am the damned;
The forest is king, and I’m just a splinter.
All that I had to outlast the heat
Was my love for the child of Winter.
II
It should be earned, but rarely is:
That which we offer when most unwise.
It’s a wanton desire to steal a kiss
Or drown in the cool-grey pools of their eyes.
The tune of a voice and a kernel of soul
Goad you and grow you so far from source.
Not every compass points to a pole;
Some will resist the foreordained force.
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Night after night, I decry the name of lust.
My only play in the game of ‘us’
Is the notion that when together in rest,
My skin would tingle at her sleeping breath.
Of beauty that does not come around often,
I would take in every mark and curl.
I’d care for her happiness more than my own,
And claim each hard day as mine to soften.
To this, there’s not enough love in the world
To compare. But still, I am alone.
Mine is a love like a frozen bacterium;
I am the nature inside this terrarium.
Mine is a dread of what sunshine will wreak
And I am afraid that my glass walls will break.
Ever wishing that I were the scientist,
I find myself at the whim of the botanist.
A wild child belies their studious façade
And may yet decide I’m not worth the charade.
I carry the fear that the touch of my lips
Would induce a taste so unbearably plain.
I marry that with the urge to insist
That I am so sweet, she’d taste nothing again!
I am a thin patch of earth on a wasteland,
Abandoned and left to dry up in the heat.
If only I could be watered by her hand,
Then a flower might yet spring from me
As it may spring from stone.
But I cannot take another summer alone.
We were a log caught up in a weir:
I held you up while you put me down.
Over and over in perpetual now,
We churned the water to a muddy brown.
It took all I had to fight the tide,
To be more than a fleeting thought in your mind.
While yours was swamped by so many things,
17

You were the feature that never left mine.
I picked at the tangle of each sinew;
My delicate stabs at the lattice we made
Were ever driven by the stubborn view
That no matter the bind, we might weave anew.
Frayed was the rope that tied you to me.
You and I might have spun our own silk
And let it be taken by the breeze
So we could glide from here, anonymously.
When your words and deeds are said and done –
At the dusk of your years, when I am gone –
Will you remember the days when we built stars
In passageways of dark together, as one?
Remember for me, at the dying of light,
The music I penned to enrich your life,
And how the two of us painted by numbers –
When your canvas is white at its midnight.
III
Suddenly, fireflies abound
And bountiful light is all around.
As the firelight comes into bloom,
Colours infuse this endless room.
As my kin take to the skies,
A feast of shapes becomes the night.
Happy to live a day at their best,
They dance and wave their wings in jest.
Though the world is dead and dark,
Their life force fills the air with sparks.
They bring a thousand sanguine suns
To the fields on which I have run.
Here in my den, deep in the copse,
I feel compelled to merely watch.
For while I yearn to be out there,
I am a midnight: my time’s not here.
I am content to view the omens,
And in the shade, await my moment.
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The spectacle is the work of others;
Mine is that which nobody sees.
Scratch away at the skin-deep colours:
Mine is the painting underneath.
When I am lost, I gravitate to my pen
To add to this space that I have shaded,
Cursed to paint the same thing again and again –
Forever ignored, forever jaded.
Ever I spurn the diurnal ones
And let them spend their night-time sleeping.
I burn at both ends until I am done
And sow tonight for tomorrow’s reaping.
I work until the night is gone
(I wish there were thirty hours a day)
And if I can, I work beyond.
The candle of time just melts away.
And when ‘tonight’ ends – at midday tomorrow –
My stomach empty but my mind well-fed,
I will feel the burden of the sorrows
Born of the life that I have led.
My passengers are the ghosts I’ve made,
As I take to flight with no fly-by-wire.
This mannequin play is like steering a train
And this puppeteer’s hands are worn and tired.
I know I’m unfavoured in this fight,
That I am an orbit in retrograde.
I am not the flavour of this night,
For I am a bitter marinade.
But sample, will you, my gallery
And receive its contents in coldest light?
Perceive the portents unveiled through me,
And leave only when you find your midnight.
See past what might seem like shades of taupe;
Judge me for my art and what it becomes.
Realise that the only way I cope
Is to build worlds far better than this one.
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IV
So here on this night, I will make my stand
And let all the world know that I am real.
I am just a man with a stick to hand,
Up against an army of barbs and shields.
Nostrils flare at all my perceived affronts
And eyes glare at every one of my faults,
But I will remain honest and upfront
And will offer my heart to their assaults.
‘Stay your indoctrinated minds,’ I say,
‘Keep your slight measures and small pleasures;
I won’t imbibe tired storylines today.
Leave me alone to find my own treasures.’
I’m done awaiting unexpected gems;
With the unloving and unofficial;
With temporary, two-faced and fragile friends;
And with the fleeting and superficial.
Seeking purpose in endless sandy fells
Is just a life of unrealised swevens.
It’s better to reign in a self-made Hell
Than to serve in their versions of Heaven.
To them and their critical views, I say,
‘“Persona non grata”? – that, I eschew.
Your toothy terms won’t chew my skin away;
I’ll defy the label applied by you.
Don’t deny me youth because yours is spent;
Cease the sham innocence you propagate.
Don’t compare where I go to where you went.
I’m as errant as you – I’ll make mistakes.’
We were each the youngest person alive
For just a split second. And no matter
The manner of how we’re welcomed to life,
Sooner or later our virtue shatters.
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One’s worst days are always another’s best.
I stood on the ledge and looked in the gorge,
Knowing I had been edged out by the rest,
Yet, in spite of this, I could not freefall.
Though a million people may share your name,
And you find your sense of uniqueness gone,
Somewhere, someone has given up the game,
And in their honour, we must carry on.
Therefore, I will refuse to be surpassed,
And tonight, decline to be shown my bed;
I will not be kicked into the long grass.
Flog it some more; the horse is not yet dead.
You don’t know me from Adam – this, I see –
But anonymous I will be no more.
I exist: know me! I evolve: see me!
I am here to stay and won’t be ignored.
From disenchantment, I arise. Behold,
I am an emperor – see my new clothes?
Keep the pauper’s tale from being untold
And you’ll talk of the ashes whence he rose.
The mute deserves more than obscurity;
No martyrdom is fit to go unfamed.
Carve his discourse in every rock and tree,
And write how he lived at the edge of days.
It’s at that point – at the cusp of the glow
Where neither light nor dark has taken hold –
That I stand, on the fringe of the meadow,
And protest the sky’s receding resolve.
Within me, I know, is not a lost soul;
Set me adrift and I’ll come back ashore.
I don’t know how or when I’ll reach the shoal
But I will do so stronger than before.
I can make a power out of weakness;
Without sunshine, I’m not bereft of warmth.
I can see the beauty in the bleakness:
The best things about summer are the storms.
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V
I am, in essence, only a moment:
A skim of wings on the temporal lake.
But I am true love’s honest proponent,
And that’s a feeling one cannot forsake.
I’m just a spider with strands in the breeze,
I’m just a whisper in forests of sound,
But I will be earth and mine will be trees.
Their anchors will stay when I am the ground:
The love earned from an everyman’s daughter
And a legacy of smiles and laughter.
I’m a midnight, a fly on the water,
But my ripples will be felt hereafter.

Photography: Adam Clifton
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Artwork: Adam Clifton
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Jórd Ophaavien (Origins of Jórd)
They were born, one by one, during an endless winter, when all was
dark and cold.
He was Mamot, a behemoth; his woolly body towered over every
corporeal form on land. His four colossal feet could stomp craters into
the ground in an instant, and with his two immense tusks, he could hurl
boulders as big as hills farther than the eye could see.
She was Naal, a leviathan; her long and sleek form glided through
the waters of the fjords, up and down, as quick as a sound. With her
gargantuan horn-like tooth, she could bore holes in the pack ice in
moments, and when she surfaced, tidal waves crashed up and over the
floes.
They were Anzi, a winged beast; they could fly so high that
mountains disappeared from sight beneath them. With their vast
wingspan, a single flap could send a billowing gust across the entire
surface of Jórd, and their talons could slice trees in twain with one
stroke.
The three realised that they were each a master of one of the
fundamental elements – earth, water and air – and resolved not to
squabble, or to denigrate the other two. Not one knew whence they
came; they just came to be. They didn’t know time, but somehow felt
sure that – if there were, indeed, an end for them – they would each
return to their element. Mamot would crumble into the rocks, Naal would
sink to the depths of the fjord, and Anzi would scatter into the winds.
Each remembered flashes of green, blue and red light that split the
dark sky at their birth. As they ruled, they often saw more dances of
colour; they were all the trio knew apart from each other, the constant
night, and the endless ice. This was Órór, the fourth element; it both
entranced and frightened them. They were unsure if it was a spirit, an
afterlife, or the birth of life. The last notion nursed their fear, for it might
mean their ending – or at best a beast that might challenge them.
This was realised. During the biggest and brightest Órór they had
ever seen, there appeared before them a new chaos-monster: red as the
lights that birthed him and bigger than each one of the trio. He cast a
slow gaze over the three beings, who stared back at him with wide eyes.
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He grinned and bared a set of mountain-like teeth. ‘So,’ he said, ‘who
rules here?’
‘Not one, but all three of us,’ replied Naal, after a long pause. ‘We
each rule one element.’
The newcomer scoffed. ‘Not one among you looks like you could
best me in a challenge. If you can’t, then you should not rule anything; I
should.’
‘Who – and what – are you?’ demanded Mamot, grinding his toes
into the ground.
‘I am Wayvørn; I am not one thing, but I am everything,’ the
creature boasted. ‘Come on – I’ll prove so. Each one of you can even
name your challenge.’
Mamot seethed. Naal stammered. Then Anzi piped up and said,
‘Very well. We accept.’
One by one, the three offered Wayvørn their greatest skill. Mamot
used every ounce of his strength to fling the biggest pieces of Jórd as far
as he could, Naal swam around Jórd faster than she’d ever done before,
and Anzi flew so high that Jórd was a mere speck. But it was all in vain.
Wayvørn’s powerful limbs threw much bigger pieces much farther than
Mamot, his sleek body raced around Jórd and punctured through the ice
long before Naal, and his giant wings carried him higher and caused
greater winds than Anzi. Upon landing, he said, ‘So, it’s settled; I alone
now rule Jórd.’
Mamot and Naal turned to leave – though they knew not for where.
‘Hold on, just a moment,’ said Anzi. Everyone stopped. ‘You have
not considered Branbørgen.’
Wayvørn looked in the direction in which Anzi pointed their foot:
towards an enormous ice cap in the middle distance. A mountain of
white, Branbørgen dwarfed everything in Jórd.
‘Neither Mamot’s tusks, nor Naal’s tooth, nor my talons can break
through the ice on top of Branbørgen,’ said Anzi. ‘So...we could not
truthfully say we ruled. Therefore, neither can you – yet.’
Wayvørn fumed. He leapt into the air and flew towards
Branbørgen. Reaching a great height, he turned and dived down at the
mount, talons poised to carve into it. When he made contact, the cap
broke instantly. Wayvørn disappeared, and in his place, there was fire.
The final element.
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Wayvørn was utterly subsumed by Jórd’s hidden furnace. Soon,
his body reached the fjords as lava, the air as ash, and the earth as the
boulders Branbørgen spat out. The fire reached up and lit the midnight
sun – melting ice and birthing a new Jórd. The cold and dark were still to
return, but every time they did, the new sun followed, and so on. Órór
also came back to dance for the trio at night, but they discarded their
fear of it, for no new chaos-monsters were forthcoming.
The three went on to populate the northern land: Mamot begat
white fox, wolf, wolverine, reindeer, elk, aurochs, white bear and
mastodon. Naal begat whale, porpoise, dolphin, manatee, seal and
narwhal. Anzi begat sea eagle, penguin, albatross, falcon, white raven
and dove. In turn, their descendants spread to warmer climes,
diversified, and multiplied – till Jórd was bountiful.
The young, two-legged being is either the greatest achievement –
or the greatest error – of the Natures. He sometimes treats the creatures
well, and sometimes horribly. They wonder if he is the secret
descendant of Wayvørn, for he destroys and bends elements at will, and
uses fire. He favours heat and light, and generally stays away from the
cold places. When he was in his infancy, he began to dismiss as a fairy
tale – and subsequently forgot – the true origins of Jórd.
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BEN COLEMAN

__
Well, Well, Well

What is it about wells that we all find so fascinating?
Media, spanning decades, has included stories of people trapped
in wells: Sadako in The Ring, Toru in The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle – even
Bart Simpson gets trapped down one, leading to the greatest musical
collaboration of all time between Krusty the Clown and Sting.
Is it the sensation of isolation? Being truly alone and abandoned by
society? Longing, perhaps, for a friendly face to emerge over the
precipice and help us ascend back into life.
Is it the suffocation of proximity? Being trapped in a hole with
seemingly no way out until a time arrives when all light disappears, all
hope fades and an infinite world is opened to us? When the moon
reaches its peak, masked by clouds, despite the knowledge that the
damp earth is all around us and just a hand’s reach away, there is the
illusion of being in an endless space.
Is it the longing for the sky? The religious calling of the heavens
that loom above us? The lighted path of the sun’s rays, guiding us to
safety, is unobtainable while we remain trapped in a coffin of earth – a
casket of our own making.
Does it depend on the person? Do we all feel different emotions
watching or reading the same scene? While one of us delights, does
another internally scream?
What do you think?
Will you think about the hunger, the thirst, the piss you’re holding
in, the way to escape, the way to live, the way to end it all, the way to
embrace?
I understand if you don’t want to talk.
I’ve thought about this a lot. Ever since I was a child.
We had a well in our back yard. When my brother was thirteen and
I was seven, my parents went away for the first time, leaving us all alone.
We’d known a couple of weeks in advance and had been planning; I was
going to stay overnight in the well!
The day arrived, and after making sure I got any anxiety shits out of
my system, I stood at the edge clutching a packet of Oreos, one bottle of
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Lucozade and one empty bottle – so I wouldn’t have to sleep in my own
urine. Truly a child’s mind: take an energy drink and not a torch. (Funny
that I think about taking a torch now and condemn my younger self, but
don’t offer the better option of a ladder!)
It would ruin the experience. Even as an adult now, I know the
allure of the well.
I’m not going to tell you any more.
Are you sure you don’t want to talk?
Do you not find it fascinating?
I just… I just can’t help myself, but I don’t want to spoil your
experience.
A well means so many things. A pit, a hole. Inescapable. He’s not
well. Well, well, well, what have we here? We treated him well! You
stirred that up well and good. You did well. Well, that does it! You knew
very well what you were doing!
Okay.
I’ll give you one hint. One idea to hold on to.
Why do we care about stories that take place in wells? It can’t be
the darkness, the cloying scent of dirt. The suppression, the loneliness,
the hopelessness, defeat…
It’s about the emergence.
We long for the belief that the bad times will end. That no matter
how low we fall, no matter how far from the light we stray, something can
find us and bring us back into the sun. The overwhelming relief of the
ascent. The weightless freedom of being pulled from the void into reality.
This is what I want you to feel.
As I tie the rope around your waist, this is what I want you to
appreciate.
As I lower you into the abyss and cover the opening.
Not the Darkness.
But the Emergence.
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CASEY COUSINS
The River Humber: an underestimated estuary
Murky, muddy, misty, morose.
It sings siren-like to those lost to silence and sadness.
Twin ladders of concrete and steel stand resolute.
Ever changing times and encroaching tides of industry.
But when the sun shines, as it sometimes will – It sparkles!
It meanders from murky to majestic, from morose to mesmerising.
Blue waters reflect blue skies,
Meeting green fields and rolling green hills.
For myself, the bridge is a link to learning, lessons, life.
A way to unlock my future;
A key to kith and kin.
A place to start, build, and begin.

Butterfly
I am a butterfly just waiting to fly
My wings are unfolded but not completely dry
I’ve been in my cocoon for a very long time
Locked in a prison that’s entirely mine
I’ve been sealed away from the light
Trying to grow and make myself feel right
Learning to be beautiful and free
Trying to love the brand-new me
Waiting until the perfect day will arrive
When I can stretch out my wings and truly feel alive
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T.S. DRAYTON
The Vanished Act
Two girls, a bench, mid-morning
Sunlight splashed in dapples on your cheeks.
I always keep the spot in the shadow by the tree,
Like they said. But you see me,
And I'm tired of seeing the shadows like winter
Crescents by your eyes.
I hope I know just the trick:
Fold them away for a while in the cards
I empty from my pockets.
You see right through me, straight away.
You smile, nonetheless:
Magic brewing already in the corners.
‘You're terrible at these.’
‘Of course.’
You laugh.
‘But you know I'm good at being kept hidden.’
A rip of sound: they shuffle,
Interlocking in protest,
Before I split them apart, filter back, repair again.
‘That's all they want,’ I say, and snap their brood anew.
‘I know,’ you say. You pick one.
‘They'll see someday. We'll get through.’
‘But I'm not real, you know? Like a flipping unicorn.’
I flutter through the cards within my hands.
They're a sudden spray of rainbow, jet and ruby, more than gemstones;
Paper flags to fly a thousand miles away.
You watch every one celebrating in my fingers,
And I see you long to join them, in streets and on park benches.
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I pray to you to wait, but you are what I worship
In streets and on park benches:
My world's illumination.
Light it up in hearts and diamonds.
You're all the love I need,
And now, it's me that's smiling,
As I'm pulling down my sleeve
And setting free a tricksy card
That marries you and me.
‘The ace of spades,’ you answer,
‘You know that's not my card?’
That beam.
I wink – flashed silence, packed with words:
No, but yours and mine, my sweet.
We catch in the sunlight as the spring struggles through;
Green buntings tease the March breeze
As May blooms capture you.
You lay them, tender, in my hand –
Five petals furled in five, for all the world
To see:
Magic enough,
And promising
More soon.
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What Could've Been
You were something, once:
A heart of cards and keyed compartments.
But always, skin-deep, the actor.
I didn't fall for the face paint,
But the way I could wipe it off;
Slipped those smears, sheer-smooth,
Around your eyes behind the curtains.
Blue eyes in glass which hung on for
A world without their paint,
Without their stages; child in hand,
Then, a cast all of your own.
But, already, you knew:
They were ‘what could've been’.
We never meant to happen,
But when we did, the lights were blinding;
Whole cities left ablaze
Without a single act between us.
Your blue eyes found their smile
Within the streets and busy places,
Upon fond recalls and idle songs
That went, ‘What could've been’.
And idle songs were what you sang
When you spilled into the moonshine;
Some script they'd pinned into your chest,
Printed white against your face.
Fresh paint, I'd said. I had to learn
That this, I could not smudge.
It was easier to hate the duologue
Of your glasses and your ashes,
Which they kept your act propped up with –
That hissing crowd you played for.
They wrote my tear-plagued tragedy
That I called, ‘What Could've Been’.
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But only when you slithered back,
Shed your snakeskin shoes below,
And lied by me in songless quiet –
With perfume in your whisky notes –
Did I wash away my set-black lines
And pen my blacker own.
The pages fell together
While I let my curtain fall
On the note I left behind, which said,
‘My love – what could've been.’
Rome died in the shadow
Of these hills and lakes I frame
In the shine of paint-chipped panes,
Where misty dawns hum their lull
Of idle songs and fond recalls.
I wonder where you're lying now,
Your glasses and your ashes –
I never said that, when they found me,
Since I can't add that I'm glad
The lights went out on the mask at your feet,
And your crowd wasn't there to watch.
No show like curtains, you once said.
And yet, in these window lines –
In the shine of paint-chipped panes –
You let me write that world of yours
And what you could've been.
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ANDREW GOOCH

__
The POWs

A POW prison cell somewhere in North Africa. JONESY is leaning
against the prison walls. CARTWRIGHT is sprawled on a bunk,
bandaged and bruised. A blanket is draped across his lower half.
JONESY: Carty. Carty, Carty, Carty, Carty, Carty! I’ve been mulling
things over, and I was wondering, do you trust me?
CARTWRIGHT: No.
JONESY: Well, that’s charming that, isn’t it?! Just after I’d come up with
a brilliant escape plan for us and all. The nerve. And after everything
I’ve done for you. Did I ever show you that bayonet wound I took for
you back in Tobruk?
CARTWRIGHT: I never asked you to do anything for me.
JONESY: That’s the problem: you haven’t asked me anything. Do you
realise that this is the first proper conversation we’ve had in months?
CARTWRIGHT: You can hardly blame me for that – I have been
imprisoned and maliciously tortured for the past nine weeks!
JONESY: Well, two wrongs don’t make a right, Carty me old mate! You
could have at least tried to smuggle out a message to command
before I came gallivanting here to rescue you.
CARTWRIGHT: And what exactly should I have written in this phantom
message? ‘Dear General Montgomery, having a cracking time in
prison. Tea’s a little cold but I’m making do. Will probably be
executed in a month anyway, so it’s all dandy. Also, please tell
Jonesy not to embark on a foolhardy liberation mission for me.
Anyway, got to go, Rommel is knocking on the door again. Fondest
wishes, Corporal Cartwright.’
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JONESY: Well, it would have been nice to know that you’d had your leg
blown off before you were captured. At least then I would have
known to have brought a stretcher with me.
CARTWRIGHT: Well, I’m sorry for being such an inconvenience. What’s
the plan then?
JONESY: I’m not telling you.
CARTWRIGHT: Go on, I could do with a laugh.
JONESY: No, someone might hear.
CARTWRIGHT: There’s not a guard on this block that speaks a word of
the King’s.
JONESY: It’s safer if I’m the only one who knows.
CARTWRIGHT: Oh, come on, I’ve been here far longer than you, and
the only thing I’ve told Jerry is my name and the English for
‘Arschloch’.
JONESY: Look, if you must know, my plan is only good for one. We need
to face facts: only one of us is getting out of here.
CARTWRIGHT: Well, now I’m glad I didn’t trust you. So, if that’s the way
you feel, why don’t you just go ahead and leave me?
JONESY: I’ve got to wait for it to get dark first.
CARTWRIGHT: Leaving me to die as I sleep, how very noble of you.
JONESY: Will you shut up, I’m not going to leave you! You’re the one
that’s getting out of here.
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CARTWRIGHT: Very funny, you almost had me tearing up then. Look,
I’m serious, you don’t need to feel guilty about it. I won’t hold any
grudges as they throw me into my shared grave. Anyway I’m–
JONESY: Carty. Please stop talking.
JONESY sits on the edge of CARTWRIGHT’s bunk.
JONESY: I knew when I came here that I wouldn’t be going home. You
think I’d take a bayonet just for anyone?
CARTWRIGHT: Jeff, mate…
JONESY: I have a plan to get you out of here, and it’s a bloody good one
at that. But I am going to have to do something incredibly stupid to
make sure you can get away safely. Now, it doesn’t matter if you
trust me or not – I’m used to living with doubts. I just need one thing
from you.
CARTWRIGHT: How long till it gets dark?
JONESY: Another couple hours, I reckon.
CARTWRIGHT: That long?
JONESY: Shut up and ready for action, Corporal.
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Nature’s Solutions
After my car broke down in the pouring rain outside your home that December day,
You hid while watching in pity from behind the safety of your bedroom curtain;
Waiting, wishing, and wondering what my metamorphosis would be.
If I were a man, I could have dived into that engine, made the black blood pump again.
If I were a bird, I could have flown into the sky for you to forget me.
If I were a cat, I could have curled up on the bonnet and forgotten my troubles.
If I were a dog, I could have chased my tail before howling in rage at the sky.
If I were a turtle, I could have retreated into the solitude of my shell.
If I were a sheep, I could have stood around waiting for the situation to resolve.
If I were a fox, I could have used my cunning to steal the parts I needed.
If I were an owl, I could have been wise enough to avoid the situation altogether.
Regrettably, I changed into a child. I knocked on your door and made my problems yours.
Now, when you look at me, you do not see a man, just a very tall mouse.
If only you were an elephant, we could go back to the way things were.
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LEVI GOODSON
The Spring Witch
The Witch that lived in the forest favoured spring. It was their favourite
time of year. The forest started its celebrations as it leant closer to the
sun. The tips of the trees stretched their fingertips to brush the rays of
delicious lights. The bulbs in the ground breathed in the warm air and
decided it was the right time to emerge. The fauna of the forest woke up
and walked further than before. Some started their collection of food;
some started building newer homes.
The Witch woke up on the first day of spring and took in a deep
breath. They could taste in the air that spring had awoken. The curtains
were flung back, and the windows let in the rich wind that blew away all
of the dust that accumulated over winter. A smile graced their face: still
not showing any cracks, and still not ageing after many years. The time
had come to prepare for the springtime incantations.
Now that their wardrobe had shifted away from the thick woollen
coats of winter into the shawls they tended to wear in spring, the Witch
meticulously picked an appropriate piece to wear for this special day. A
green, they decided, would be the correct colour. Forest green. A way to
welcome the spring into their homeland.
As they dressed, a flick of the fingers had the kettle on the
stovetop warming. A muttered phrase had certain herbs floating down
from the hearth onto the countertop. The only missing ingredient was a
handful of fresh buds.
The forest had to give them willingly, of course, so the Witch
prepared a small ‘Witches’ brew’ that they offered the fae of the forest.
They knew them quite well, having lived in their cottage surrounded by
trees, and the fae came to be excited for the brew, which came at the
start of each season.
For spring, it would grant them protection from curious creatures and
encourage their crops to grow, so that their harvest would be plentiful. The
fae had grown reliant on the Witch, and in turn, the Witch was allowed to
take as much as needed from the forest.
As the brew was completed, the Witch gathered their basket, along
with a few additional treats for the younger fae, and opened the front door.
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The forest was more alive with the turning of spring. The birds sung their
merry tune as the sunlight glistened through the branches of the trees.
The air smelt different: it was fresher, happier, and full of promise.
The Witch turned to smile at the young family of gnomes that lived
in a creek near the cottage. The gnomes in turn smiled back at them,
sending waves and radiating positivity. As far as the Witch was
concerned, when the gnomes set up there, it was the best thing to
happen to the creek. They kept the water clean, and the fish fed and fat.
As soon as the Witch started approaching fae territory, the young
folk started flitting around them. The mischievous younglings peered into
their basket and grinned greedily up at the Witch. They only shook their
head. They would have to wait.
The fae elders awaited the Witch’s arrival. They had prepared a
small picnic breakfast of berries and fruits – stored over winter in
preparation for welcoming spring. The Witch was invited to take their fill,
so they gathered a small handful of redcurrants and blackberries and
placed them delicately into their basket. In return, they brought out their
bottles of Witches’ brew and offered them to the elders. They graciously
accepted.
On their return home, the Witch stopped to pluck the first few buds
from the trees. They muttered under their breath the whole way, blessing
the forest and all that resided there.
The incantations were underfoot as soon as the Witch stepped
through the doorway. For days, the cottage in the middle of the forest
smelt like spring was alive inside, just as much as outside. The Witch
sowed their garden and tended to the small saplings and sprouting
flowers. They smiled as the daffodils greeted them, their yellow faces
bringing the first colour to the new season.
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LUCY JOLLIFF

__
Snake in the Grass

Sammie had never understood the phrase ‘snake in the grass’. People
said it like it was a bad thing, but when asked, her teacher said it was
about grass being a good place for snakes to hide so people couldn’t see
them before the sneaky snake bit them. Sammie already knew that
snakes liked hiding in grass; she’d seen them in the Wild Corner. Since
they were so capably elusive, there were probably more that she hadn’t
seen, too, although her teacher told her they weren’t very common. The
phrase was still confusing.
The Wild Corner was the top right corner of the field by the
playground. The rest of the field was uniformly trimmed, green grass,
interrupted only by the painted white lines of the football pitch. Playing on
the field was limited to the summer days when the playground’s grey
asphalt radiated heat, but they used it plenty for PE lessons, and they
went over to the Wild Corner when they were being taught about
‘Animals That Live in Britain’ last year.
The Wild Corner was bursting with pale grass taller than Sammie,
and a miscellany of other plants far more interesting than any kind of
grass. While the class scrutinised the corner for ‘Animals That Live in
Britain’, their teacher explained that this was what the entire field would
become without regular mowing. When the school first acquired the field,
this corner was indistinguishable from the rest, but their headteacher had
heard about Wild Corners. It only took a few months of careful avoidance
with the lawnmower to turn concept into the beginnings of reality, and the
grass had since grown taller, and the corner wilder and more fascinating.
It was so much cooler than the rest of the field – even the bit with the
football pitch.
Of course, many people were blind to the coolness of the Wild
Corner. Some of Sammie’s class had shied away from venturing
anywhere near it, hesitant even after being told their feet were not
allowed to leave the uninteresting grass of the majority of the field. The
teacher’s explanation that they may unintentionally harm an animal or
plant did little to quell Sammie’s disappointment. The drama didn’t end
once the class stood at the perimeter of the Wild Corner, either, as some
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were agitated by their close proximity to the place they were so wary of.
A few girls shrieked at the sight of a mouse, but Sammie thought that
was likely to just be an imitation of what they believed was expected of
them, rather than real fear; in films and tv shows Sammie had seen, girls
screamed when they saw mice. Sammie had no issue with being seen
as less ‘girly’ if it meant she had no obligation to wail at harmless
animals. The mouse, unsurprisingly, fled from the piercing sounds.
The snakes seemed to provoke the most hysteria. Even the
teacher seemed wary, although she made an admirable attempt to hide it
with a smile and confident demeanour. She told them there were
different kinds of snakes all over the world, and most of them were
dangerous – either because you would die if they bit you, or because
they were strong enough to crush you if they wrapped themselves
around you.
The snakes that lived in the Wild Corner weren’t very dangerous in
either of these ways, however, and they would mostly ignore humans –
unless one trod on them. If someone trod on her, and she didn’t have
any arms or legs to hit or kick them with, Sammie thought that she would
probably bite them too. Sammie knew her teacher knew these snakes
would only hurt people who hurt them – they had been the one to tell the
class that – so Sammie couldn’t comprehend the uneasiness. She didn’t
ask. Her parents had taught her it wasn’t polite to ask about such things.
Maybe sometimes adults were scared even when they rationally
knew there was nothing to fear. To Sammie’s mind, that was the only
reason so many of them could want to destroy the Wild Corner. They
could talk about how there was no way to know which potentially
dangerous animals lived there, but Sammie’s class had a comprehensive
list of everything a large group saw in the Wild Corner while looking for
almost an hour, and none were dangerous. Sammie knew, though, that it
was about the snakes. The snakes, who liked the long grass and
wouldn’t leave it, and wouldn’t hurt a human unprovoked, had an entire
campaign of parents scared that snakes would bite their children. It was
all absurd to Sammie, who hoped the adults would eventually see that
for themselves.
It was decided, with just a few meetings and something called a
petition, that the Wild Corner was going to have to go. The meeting
Sammie attended with her parents was spent with constant optimism and
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anticipation for her teacher to stand and preach on the educational value
of the Wild Corner, in response to the parade of adults with anecdotes
and frantically waved printouts of statistics. Until the end of that meeting,
in more ways than one, her teacher was a work of art – the focus of
Sammie’s eyes and admiration, and as mobile and vocal as any great
statue.
The destruction of the Wild Corner was more complex than its
creation – there was apparently a risk of damaging the lawnmower,
before even considering the animals that would have to be dealt with. It
was going to take some time, they were all told in an assembly, and
there would be a team of gardeners to dismantle everything that
differentiated the Wild Corner from the remainder of the field. They
weren’t to bother the gardeners, and eventually they would have a
slightly bigger field, which was such wonderful news that the assembled
children cheered.
Sammie was angriest about the animals, because the teacher had
told them the Wild Corner was the animals’ home. They had little houses
underneath the rocks and inside the old logs, and the homogeneity of the
rest of the field had no room for those. Sammie thought about how she
would feel if someone destroyed her bedroom by running a giant
lawnmower over it, and for the first time, she seethed with rage at the
situation. The animals didn’t know what was going on; they hadn’t been
invited to the meetings or told about whatever a petition was. The
destruction of their homes was simply decided on by a collection of
irrationally afraid adults. The animals couldn’t be angry, so they needed
someone to be angry on their behalf.
The Wild Corner, Sammie discovered, couldn’t be saved with the
same methods by which it was condemned. An attempted meeting was
hampered by Sammie’s uncertainty about how such things were
organised, so the nature of a petition was investigated. Her teacher told
her it was a list of signatures that indicated those people’s agreement
with a statement, so Sammie attempted to obtain signatures on a piece
of paper reading, ‘The Wild Corner Is Good!’
None of the adults would sign – those who didn’t just laugh and
patronise her had signed the other petition. Only some of her class would
sign, because while some had genuinely enjoyed the lesson about
‘Animals That Live in Britain’, more had been told by their parents to be
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scared of the snakes. Sammie tolerated her classmates’ fear in a way
she couldn’t the adults’, because children were allowed to have irrational
fears, while adults should be scared only by things worthy of the fear of
powerful people.
The day the gardeners began pulling out the long grass the snakes
liked to hide in arrived sunnier than Sammie’s mood could bear. The
snakes probably slithered away into the hedges, the mice scampering
after them, and in what seemed like no time at all, the Wild Corner was
stripped of enough wildness that the lawnmower could make it look just
like the rest of the field.
Sammie had to fume from the window of her classroom, because
she was in trouble for yelling at the gardeners. It appeared she was far
less adorable when asking adults how they would feel if a giant
lawnmower destroyed their home than she had been when begging for
signatures on her pointless petition. One gardener laughed, but she
thought they were just amused by the ‘giant lawnmower’ concept. Too
many adults weren’t scared of anything they believed couldn’t exist,
which Sammie thought showed a miserable lack of imagination. While
the lawnmower travelled in circles over the formerly wild corner, Sammie
drew up plans for a giant, house-destroying version. It was finished by
the time every corner of the field looked the same.
Her teacher silently watched Sammie watching the lawnmower. On
the subject of the Wild Corner, there had just been a repetition of the
instruction not to bother the gardeners. Snake in the grass, Sammie
thought to herself. Nobody was going to tear down the Wild Corners
when Sammie was in charge.
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JAMES MATHER
Emergence
Turn around. Now.
They have haunted me ever since I was small. Their hushed tones
would slip through the white cracks, echoing through mortar and stone,
and become louder as I tried to snore them away. They’d sing soft
lullabies twisted with a wail that thrust through their tune. It was an eerie
chant, its volume rising and falling. Otherworldly.
Back then, the Others had terrified me before the eternal fire. I’d
wake, my child light extinguishing as they slipped through the crevices.
They would scuttle in the dark – silhouettes shuffling in the veil of night.
But I was naïve, believing what I was told. I was led to believe that they
belonged to children's stories, that they were things that went bump in
the night – creatures that would lurk in your closet or pinch at your
dangling toes, wanting to chew you up in mouths lined with a million
teeth. Only the warm, soothing words that sprang from my parents’ lips
could console my immature prejudices against the creatures of the
night.
But they weren’t here to invade or eat my brains. If you listened – if
you just opened your ears – their lullaby became a hymn. A hymn like we
had sung at Grandpa’s funeral: I once was lost, but now am found.
Eventually, they visited more people, and whispered to the world
from beyond the veil. Only when they began to terrorise the grown-ups
with their tainted eulogies did they become real. And they spoke a truth
we didn’t want to hear: The end is nigh.
The world burst in a violent fire of flame and noise. Then,
everything went silent, and I was alone.
I missed the noise – the bustle of the old world. At first, though, I
welcomed the quiet: a reprieve from the news reports and their radio
transmissions, filled with static and white noise, that claimed we were
being invaded by aliens or that God had sent his army to haunt us in our
eternal purgatory. Either way, it was all meaningless. Nothing they said
was going to change what was about to come. Both sides, East and
West, accused each other of unleashing a biological weapon of mass
hysteria. Old allies became enemies; friends became demons.
I was also robbed: there was no laughter anymore – no joy. It was
all gone, replaced by a mute wind sucking away the world’s voice. The
Others went silent, and so did life. Even during the final war of the
peoples of Earth, before the end, our family managed to muster some
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mirth into our lives – whether it was howling like wolves to drown out the
air raid sirens or having homegrown tomatoes for our Friday treat.
Now, the villagers say the Others are creatures born from the fires,
stalking the wastelands for victims. They say the voices scratch at your
ears, prise open your skull, and infect your brain with their desires. But
they also say that the world is flat, that God walks among his flock, and
that nuclear weapons will never be used again.
I remember the truth.
I don’t talk to those that are left anymore – a mutual agreement
arranged in silence and from afar. Sometimes out of pity, they leave gifts
outside my crooked door frame with its hinges blown off. They clutter
what was my hallway with charred teddy bears that I'm too old for, or
dented cans of Cola – the red coating of the logo scratched and
mutilated by the winds. Capitalism isn’t that durable. That was the
favourite saying of the news reporter on Channel Two. His last words.
You’re probably asking why I want these Others to return – these
boogeymen who would visit scared little children. Truthfully, if anything
could survive the oven this world has become, it would be them. So,
where have they gone?
They, just like all the others, have been taken from me.
I’m in a vacuum, isolated in what was once my room. If I’ve gained
anything, it’s a wealth of useless time. Time to think and reminisce.
Now, I am alone in my clammy sheets. I don’t know why I wear
them, because the world is hot enough as it is. I think it’s a comfort, a
reminder of a home which is now only a watery memory, muddied by
time and nostalgia. The desk where I painted tractors in my little
notebook is splintered; pages of burnt paper clutter the floor. Its wooden
parts lie below my bed: a deadly trap. I like to think it was the people
across the sea who set this trap, just for me to overcome. It helps to
blame someone for this mess.
At times, I think the Others have returned.
Once, I left my bed’s snare, trying to grasp the black nothingness
with my white hands. I fell into the kitchen below.
Go back, while you have the chance. Before you are dragged in
and can’t escape.
‘Hello,’ I whispered. ‘Can you see me? Can you hear me?’
Silence.
The void of nothing made me uncomfortable. Something squeaked
as I picked myself off the floor, rustling in the pile of newspapers that
plastered every surface in grey. The words ‘Run while you can’ were
printed on every page – the only piece of information still
distinguishable.
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From then on, I did not sleep – or at least I tried to stay awake as
long as I could. I was determined to find them, to reignite our bond. I
would not miss them the next time.
There’s still time to change your mind. Don’t join them.
I pulled up my sheets every night, placed a piece of my splintered
wardrobe in the middle of my bed, and hung the singed material over it
like a tent. In the centre, I placed a torch. It was old, and faintly flickered,
casting dull shadows onto the wall. That was fine. I preferred the dark,
and besides, I didn’t want to scare the Others away.
But they still didn't show. I’ve chucked the torch away, now, down
a hole; the batteries inside rattled as it fell.
I am alone in a village teeming with so many ‘people’ – if that’s
what we can still call ourselves. I suppose it doesn’t help that I now only
go out at night, wandering between crippled lampposts and cobbles of
red bricks, when everyone else is too frightened to venture beyond their
newly weaved shacks of dead bark.
Tonight, I won’t return. I won’t go back to their shallow pity – their
hollow gifts that belong to the past.
I emerge from what was my home. The wind caresses my matted
hair, untangling the strands that have been locked into place by a lack of
running water. The moon is out, and it showers me in its ghostly rain of
pale light.
Why don’t the Others scare you? They should.
I wade out in the corn field: withering grey stalks pollute the once
fertile land. Below, their fallen cobs have wilted into ash, their cremated
contents scattered by the winds. It's peaceful and quiet here. Too quiet.
I go further, marching past the colony of tyres that have been blown
into the field, their rubbery rims punctured. They still smell of school runs
– the burning rubber of cars charioting kids to school. Cheap polymers
formed from fossils. I stay a while, staring at their synthetic carcasses.
To think.
Their souls are trapped, imprisoned in an artificial crypt. The misery
of it: to not have your essence thrown to the wind; to be set free after so
much pain.
You will never be free if you join them.
I can hear them calling to me, crying in agony. Then they whisper
to me: lulling me forward, and lamenting their prison.
‘We just wanted to be free’.
Perhaps these are the Others I’ve been searching for. Maybe the
villagers weren’t so wrong; maybe these beings roam the land – not just
because of the nuclear fire in those warheads, but because of the
nuclear fire humans unleashed.
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‘Come closer.’ A shadow rises above me, its cloak shutting out the
darkness.
‘Are you the Others?’ I stammer.
Silence.
A skeletal hand emerges from the being: pieces of blackened flesh
peel off in the wind and fly into the sky. It holds its fingers out to me like
Mother did whenever I was scared.
‘Closer.’
I tiptoe to it, extending my own hand to meet its cold, clammy
fingers. They are shrivelled and withered as if the creature has spent too
much time in the public baths Dad took me to. It’s strangely comforting –
the nostalgic reminders of the cosy past.
Are you not sad, knowing that you’ll never go back again? After
this, there’ll be nothing left. No memories. You won’t be yourself.
But there’ll be no pain.
‘Now you will sleep again, little one.’ The Other grasps my hand,
and I am enveloped inside its black cloak, encased in its embrace.
***
I don’t know how long it's been. I don’t even know if I’m awake or
asleep – if I’m dead or alive. Time does not exist here. Or perhaps I don’t
exist. All I know is I dream.
In this cocoon, I am safe, watching over so many universes – so
many peoples. I see their lives, their ups and downs, their greatest
defeats and their glorious victories. The wonders that I have seen
perplex me: towers that span between planets, seas that float in the sky,
cities that run deep into the ground.
The Other comes to visit often. It doesn’t tell me much, except that
it is keeping me safe, and that eventually I’ll be ready to leave.
It’s been saving other beings that we visit. I watch from my
sanctuary as it greets them, whispering in their sleep, nurturing a
connection. It all ends the same: the newcomer folded into the Other’s
embrace.
They don’t stay for long. Where they go, I don’t know, but I think
this Other has taken a liking to me.
‘You are not the first, nor will they be the last.’
‘When it’s time, will I go with them?’
‘Yes, when it’s time.’
I think it will be soon, but then – again – time does not exist here. I
have often asked what its purpose is.
‘To protect.’
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Its tone is soft – mellow, even. It talks with a sad expression:
depressed but sweetly peppered with an air of love, as if it has failed at
something. I don’t bother asking why I’m here; I’m just content to not be
alone – to be part of something bigger than my old life. But there’s more I
want to know.
‘Where are the rest?’
Its arm folds out and shows me all the universes we’ve visited, their
milky centres pirouetting like a ballet dancer. It shows a great wave of
red that slices the dancing galaxies in half. Nothing is left. I think it’s the
last; alone, like I was.
So, I will wait. Half of me wants to leave, but the other half tells me
to be quiet and patient. Yet I can’t help but tell it the truth. There’s no
point in hiding it: ‘I want to go. To go out in the universe.’
The Other hoots a low murmur like a pigeon, and claps its hands. A
universe is born; explosions of gas bathe the new land in indigo, ruby
and violet. The stars ignite, burning in the blue flames of rejuvenation
that sweep through the black veil and wash the canvas in cobalt. It is a
magnificent whirlpool of life.
‘That’s for me?’ I push my hands to the milky plain, touching their
azure wisps and embracing them.
It points to this new creation and nods.
I take a deep breath.
‘I’m ready. I’m ready to emerge.’
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MATT MCGIVERN
To the Man in Banda Aceh
I wondered once if a drop in the ocean
would make ripples; and those ripples, waves;
and those waves, tsunamis. Would the fishermen
in that small village in Vietnam know that someone, somewhere,
cried a single tear? If my tears caused such destruction and such
pain – if a life depended on such a small drop, such a large wave –
would I hold back?
I wondered if I was responsible for the ocean waves
that decimated the island of Sumatra; if that man in Banda Aceh
knew a boy cried somewhere. What guilt would I feel if the flooded
earth and the rubble and the thousands of dead were because of
my vain courage? Should I have concealed who I was? Should I
have lived a life of lies and deceit?
I wondered once if a drop in the ocean
would make ripples; if the tears of a boy would destroy
a life somewhere in the world. I wondered, only for a moment:
if my tears made waves and those waves made a tsunami – then
was I guilty? I was guilty of realising who I was. I was guilty
of being me.
I hope you can forgive me – the man in Banda Aceh.
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JAYDON NOLAN
To My Childhood Friend
That hill was our place.
A broken bench looking down
On the murky drain.
Up there I could gaze
On galloping fields that drown
Their crops in the rain.
You were young back there.
Fast and free, with time ahead
To explore and feel
Every season’s air.
Skies of blue, purple and red –
To us, all appealed.
You made things easy.
I could talk and you’d listen
With ears that cared.
Rainy or breezy,
Sun or snow set to glisten –
That bench we still shared.
Then, we weren’t alone.
You gave me courage to talk
In a voice that fit
Me down to the bone.
We made friends who loved to walk
And laugh, cry and sit.
You started to slow.
Greyness came and blurred your face,
Blinded your glazed eyes.
Your pain was on show,
Yet you pushed through it with grace.
In age, you looked wise.
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It had been some time
Since we’d made it up that hill.
I thought to take you,
See it one last time.
You didn’t see, but were thrilled,
When I said the sky was blue.
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LILLIANA PIEVAITIS

__

The Beauty of Reading
I have been a great many things: I have been Amy March in Paris,
taking my daily painting lessons and waiting for marriage; I have been
Lux Lisbon wondering why I was abandoned on the playing field; I
have been Jane Eyre watching my friend’s life fade away before my
eyes. I have lived many lives, despite my youth. This is the beauty of
reading.
I’m Not Sure What to Call This, But it Isn’t Nice
Self-hatred will rip me apart again,
Rip me open from the inside out,
Scorch my lungs until they’re black.
I resent every word that leaves my mouth.
All the while, planting eyes on my back
As I try to make the others laugh.
I swallow my liquor and it cuts like nails.
I can’t keep from wondering, ‘Why oh why am I so nice?’
Given the chance, I’d spit in your eye.
Hatred cannot reach me now:
The impalpable touch of a feather-light ghost,
Never again holding me as its host.
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GABRIELLE RANDAZZO

__

Hope
This is a call for the lost ones
Living in a forgotten city, struck by the weight of expectation,
Building up their frustration of a long-lost nation.
In the darkest corner of the room, lives a glimmer of Hope.
She who holds the key can set the people free.
A plan of twenty years finally put into action as she prepares for battle.
She stays quiet so as not to scare a soul.
Sweat is a symbol of fear, and she holds no fear,
No fear shall run like a stream. She is brave!
She is strong! She holds the key.
All the lost ones know she is here; the battle cries roar.
Hatred, pain, anger, echoes off the stone-cold walls.
She emerges from the dust, holding her head up high.
Her face cold, her stance strong, she will let no city fall.
The people's eyes take hold of her light, her courage.
She who holds the key will set the people free.
A chant of a thousand voices.
She is not chosen, but she is Hope.
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KATIE STONES

__
Off the Rails
Scene 1 – The Station

The setting is a gloomy Yorkshire train station in the early morning of a
sunny summer Monday. Not so sunny, however, for commuter HELENA
MCGUIRE, who is running late for her train.
NARRATOR (imitating a train station Tannoy): The next train to depart
from Platform 2 will be the 8:27 Northern service to Hedgeborough–
HELENA (Arriving at the platform out of breath): Thank God, made it!
NARRATOR: –which has unfortunately been delayed by approximately
50 minutes.
HELENA: Oww, you're joking....What the hell's going on up at Bridgend
these days?
NARRATOR: The cause of the delay seems to be due to a gaggle of
angry geese making their way onto the rails and being nonnegotiable in all attempts to move them on.
HELENA: Bloody geese.
NARRATOR: Northern would like to apologise for the delay in this
service; we are currently working to try and lessen the amount of
geese-related incidents in the future.
HELENA: Right, well...I'll just have to be late in AGAIN, I guess....No, it's
fine, I’m sure I’ll manage. (Sighs.) Where's that departures board?
NARRATOR: Passengers can find the departures board in the waiting
room at the end of Platform–
Static noises.
NARRATOR (cont’d): –where you can also find our array of cafes and
food outlets for all your edible needs.
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HELENA: So helpful. Guess I'll find it myself then.
NARRATOR: (Pause.) Why not try a delicious bacon roll whilst you plan
your journey–?
HELENA: Chance would be a fine thing...(looking). Which one can it be–
?
NARRATOR: –or perhaps a steaming hot coffee from our knock-off
Costa next door–?
HELENA (distracted): It could be down there perhaps...why on earth is
there no one to ask in this station?
NARRATOR: Say goodbye to hunger with our range of delicious
sandwiches, made daily by hand...just not made specifically on this
day or by human hands.
HELENA: Can't hear myself think...
NARRATOR: And have you considered trying–?
HELENA (To Narrator/Tannoy): NO I RUDDY WELL HAVEN'T, CAN
YOU SHUT THE HELL UP PLEASE!
NARRATOR (Long pause. Weakly): Sorry.
HELENA: Thank you! Wait...did I…just lose my temper with a train
station Tannoy? I'm going back to sleep on the train when I find it;
this is so unlike me. Okay, I'm guessing the departures board
is...down there somewhere?
NARRATOR: The next train to arrive at Platform 4 will be the 8:32
Northern service to Cablethorpe–
HELENA: Ooooh that might work–
NARRATOR: –calling at Crest Hill, Blunt End, Sharpe End, Harrowton,
Ainswick, Bingly, Bangly, Bengly, Bongly, Hedgeborough and
Cablethorpe.
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HELENA: Perfect! (Looking around) Platform 4, ummm, (to
Narrator/Tannoy, jokily) any chance of directions?
NARRATOR/TANNOY is silent.
HELENA (cont’d, under breath): Fat lot of good you are. I'll find it myself.
NARRATOR (no longer in Tannoy voice): (Pause.) Thank God, she's
finally out of earshot. Hurts the voice something terrible attempting
that effect, I should definitely stock up on lozenges....(Sighs) Really
wish I wasn't just a Tannoy sometimes; all you end up doing all day
every day is spewing information, helping people, guiding them to
the right place – and what do I get in return? Endless torrents of
abuse. I. am. sick. of. it….The worst part is, I've never even ventured
outside this station. Muggins here's stuck inside a sound system
being taken for granted. I have thoughts, I have feelings, but does
anyone care? Do they heck! (Sobs.) I've taken years of elocution
lessons...and all for what?! (Sobs.) I mean, when was the last time I
ever did anything just for me? Never. Not once. Well that ends
today. Where was that two-legged humanoid going? Cablethorpe?
(With menace) I'll switch to her train carriage Tannoy and switch up
her journey a bit. Yeeeesssss, that'll teach her to be an absolute
commuter to a poor old speaker like me. Where's she now...? Ahh,
just about to embark her carriage I see...little does she know...(evil
chuckle).
HELENA approaches her train.
HELENA (to conductor): 'scuse me! Is this the 8:30-something to
Cablethorpe?
GUARD: No, it's the British Airways hour-and-a-half flight to Heathrow,
but you were close.
HELENA: Please, I'm in a hurry!
GUARD: Luckily you were right first time, love. What are you waiting
there for? Get a shift on, we're nearly going.
HELENA (without pleasure): With pleasure.
HELENA boards the train.
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Scene 2 - On the Train
NARRATOR (back to Tannoy voice): The 8:32 to Cablethorpe is about to
depart; please make sure you have your tickets to hand, as failure to
purchase your tickets prior to any journey could result in a £30 fine.
HELENA: £30 quid? What the...? What are they going to do with the
conductors? Thought that's all they did on trains?
GUARD: Can't afford them love. Northern's big plan is to save money by
getting rid of them all and replacing them with shiny new ticket
barriers. In the meantime, I'm somehow being paid extra to check
tickets.
HELENA: Hang on...if they've got rid of conductors to 'save money', but
are also paying guards extra to check people have pre-bought their
tickets to catch those that haven't, how exactly are they saving
money?
GUARD: Beats me. All I know is this company's making more cuts than
Edward Scissorhands trying to take off his trousers, and I can't see
them benefitting anyone. (Distracted) Oh no, you won’t fit that pram
up there sir, it's only meant for handbags....
NARRATOR (normal voice): I like it here: the clear expressions of
hopelessness and futility in peoples' faces are so refreshing from the
manic hustle of the station. Let's see what happens...it might be
interesting. Ooooh, there he goes. Helena watches as the guard
stumbles over to the Dad, desperately trying to cram a two-seater
buggy into the overhead storage compartment. Sleep-deprived and
confused by Northern's business choices, she flops, exhausted, into
the nearest seat.
HELENA: Mmmmmm 40 winks...
NARRATOR: ...she mumbles, as a group of small children erupt down
the carriage, laughing and giggling as they go.
HELENA (under her breath): Urrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrgggghh.
NARRATOR: Helena grimaces, and directs a look of intense hatred in
the direction of the wall of noise. She fumbles for her earphones in
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the hope of gaining peace. She forgot to pack them. In desperation
she rummages to the very bottom of her bag in the faint chance they
might be hiding from her, only to be interrupted by–
GUARD (cheerfully): Tickets from Holmby, please!
HELENA: Oh yeah, hang on...
NARRATOR: Helena delves back in for her tickets.
HELENA: Ummm, I am so sorry....They must be here somewhere...
GUARD: You're not too far off, love, they've dropped on't floor.
HELENA: Oh my God, thank you. Saved me £30 there.
GUARD: Do you have your rail card on you?
HELENA: Umm–
GUARD: I'll believe you. Knowing your luck, it's probably back on't
platform. What are you women like, eh?
NARRATOR: Helena’s humouring laugh turns into a cringe of humiliation
as he moves along the carriage.
HELENA (mumbling): Never mind September; wake me up when all
civilisation has ended in a cloud of sulphuric misery.
NARRATOR: Your wish is my command.
HELENA: What?
NARRATOR (cheerfully): Nothing! As the rolling hills of Yorkshire sweep
past and the bright yellow farmlands light up the windows of the
carriage, Helena still endures the screaming, the running up and
down, the constant repetition of inane words and rustling of every
crisp packet under the sun, until she could endure it no longer.
(Tannoy voice) The next station will be Crest Hill: can all passengers
exiting the train please make sure they have their luggage with
them. The next station will be Crest Hill.
HELENA (whispers): Screw this.
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NARRATOR: She gathered her things and was about to clamber out to
change carriages when–
BRIDE: Oww, there's a spare one here, girls! Don't mind if we sit here do
ya, chuck?
NARRATOR: Helena is stopped in her tracks, and suddenly squashed
back into her seat by a large, vodka-scented hen party constructing
their coop around her.
DRUNK HEN 1: Hah, nearly lost ya down that gap, didn't we Sandra?
DRUNK HEN 2: Have I still got my shoes? Oh God, I think one must
have dropped under the train...
DRUNK HEN 1: Wasn't only shoes you lost yesterday, if I remember,
and I should’ve got the snapchats to prove it!
DRUNK HEN 2: I'm still not right from last night. I swear that guy was
trying to roofie me; he was acting dead suspicious....Pass us some
of that Monster will you Lorraine, I’m parched.
DRUNK HEN 3: Oh no you don't; you've had quite enough to last you the
next three days. Now have a sleep – remember we've got a wedding
in six hours.
GUARD: Tickets please, from...wherever the hell that was.
HELENA: Wow.
DRUNK HEN 3: Ooooh, check your handbags, girls, we're being
searched.
GUARD: I don't get paid enough for that, I’m afraid.
DRUNK HEN 1: Cheeky.
BRIDE: You can't have me anyway, love, it's my wedding day.
DRUNK HEN 3: Yeah, it's Barb's special day (breaking up) and she's
getting the best of everything because she deserves it so much,
and–
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BRIDE: Awww, Lorraine, take a minute love.
GUARD: Oh, is that so?
BRIDE: Yeah, I’m getting hitched to the love of my life. Gary. What a
man, eh girls? TO GARY!
DRUNK HENS (together): TO GARY!
BRIDE: We're going to have a big white wedding, and then have a big do
in Bengly Town Hall, anyone who's anyone's gonna be there. He is
spending so much on me – not that I don't deserve it – only the best
for my big day. I'm gonna feel like a fucking princess!
GUARD: Well in that case, does he have owt left over to cover a ticket
fine? You've only given me three tickets between the four of you.
DRUNK HEN 2: Can't believe you're marrying Gary Scarborough...mad,
completely mad.
BRIDE: What do you mean?
DRUNK HEN 2: Just that…well…come on, Barb, you never liked him at
school. In fact, you hated him.
DRUNK HEN 1: Yeah, you used to call him 'tosser face' after he squirted
PVA glue in his eye.
The HENS chuckle.
DRUNK HEN 3 (chuckling): Oh yeah!
BRIDE: Well alright, I did, but that was, like, a million years ago, babe.
He's grown up since then.
GUARD: As much as I’m enjoying this trip down memory lane, I’m afraid
I can't allow you all to stay on this train without a ticket. Also (hushed
tone) I can see you pouring out that vodka bottle under the table, it's
not even 9 in the morning!
BRIDE: Can you get us summat to eat, please? We wouldn't have had to
bring any booze with us, but you bloody starve us on these trains.
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DRUNK HENS (together, increasing in volume): Ba-con sarn-ie! Ba-con
sarn-ie! Ba-con sarn-ie! Ba-con sarn–
GUARD (stopping them): Once you have all paid…(sighs)…you can buy
what you like off the snack trolley when it comes past. Crisps,
chocolate, sandwiches...maybe something laced with arsenic might
do the trick?
DRUNK HEN 2: So long as it's not foreign – anything spicy goes straight
through me.
GUARD (ignoring her): Also, did the bride-to-be say their name was Barb
as in 'Barbra'?
BRIDE: Yes, she did, I mean I did. Why?
GUARD: Well that's a wonderful coincidence, isn't it? Once you're
married, you'll be 'Barbra Scarborough'.
The HENS crack up.
DRUNK HEN 3: BARBRA. SCARBOROUGH.
DRUNK HEN 1: Oh my God, that's priceless!
DRUNK HEN 3: Can't believe we never saw it before.
DRUNK HEN 1: Barbara Scarborough with Tosser-face Gary! Oh, that is
going ALL OVER Facebook!
DRUNK HEN 3: Oh Barb, are you alright?
BRIDE: Oh yeah, I'm great, me – never been better. (Suddenly, to
Helena) Where are you going love?
NARRATOR: By this point Helena had sunk so far into the crook of her
seat, she was nearly part of the upholstery. If it wasn't for a brisk
shake and removal of one of her earphones by a certain someone,
she would have been dead to the world.
BRIDE: Where. Are. You. Going. To. Love?
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HELENA: Arrgh, um, to work, I guess? I had to catch a different train
because–
BRIDE: I'm getting married today!
HELENA: Ahh, yeah, I did hear.
BRIDE: Oh you did, did you? It's gonna be great; it's gonna be my day
and I’m gonna look so bloody gorgeous, right? (Awkward pause.)
Well, aren't you going to wish me congratulations?
HELENA: Oh yeah, sorry. Um, congratulations.
BRIDE: (Pause.) And best wishes for the bride and groom, too?
HELENA: And best wishes for the bride and groom.
DRUNK HEN 2: Ummm, Sandra...I dunno if it's the energy drink, but the
outside doesn't look very much like outside anymore....
NARRATOR: And with a unified glance of horror out the window, Helena
and her new friends suddenly notice the swirling blood-red vortex of
doom and destruction around the train, replacing the patchwork
fields and deep blue coastline....Bit of a turn up, that, isn't it?
HELENA: This doesn't feel right at all.
BRIDE : Erm, what's going on? Where the bloody hell are we?! I'm
meant to be getting married today, you know; I’m not in the mood for
mucking around today in some weird-looking arse-end of nowhere.
DRUNK HEN 2: Reminds me of Blackpool....
NARRATOR (menacing Tannoy voice): Sorry to disappoint you all, but
I’m afraid there's been a slight change to the scheduled departures
today.
GUARD: You what? Nobody told me about this!
NARRATOR: Thanks to that rude little woman over there who snapped
at me this morning, she has willingly sealed a curse upon this train
to ensure it rides all the way to Hell and the end of civilisation as you
know it. Green polo shirt, name badge, top knot – you can't miss
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her. (Normal voice) And as all the angry, beady eyes in the train
carriage turned on Helena, she wished with every fibre of her being
that today she should have just ignored her alarm and called in sick.
HELENA: As if Mondays weren't bad enough.

Photography: Lilliana Pievaitis
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ELISE WARD-MOLLETT
Born Anew
They tell you as if they know exactly what to do ‒
As if they know you better than you.
Continuously,
Endlessly, labelling you.
Your knees crumple under the weight and you sink to the floor.
You don't know who to be anymore.
They ask you to submit to their dream of you.
You're always ‘almost there!’, and ‘not quite.’
Let that feeling burrow deep inside ‒
A rat clawing at floorboards.
The implication is clear and echoes like a headache:
You can't like who you are, or be happy being you;
There's a never-ending list of things to improve.
Identity's like pick and mix ‒ go find another you. Refashion yourself,
Become born anew.
The layers of paint are cracking, infected with dust and grime.
Something snaps ‒
A genuine smile.
You're almost you this time.
Moving with the strength of an ocean.
Glistening cape behind us, leaving beauty in our wake.
If we focus on growth, there can be no mistakes: only learning,
Evolving,
And relinquishing hate.
We can be allies with ourselves,
Or allies against our minds. Our bodies. Our health.
Convincing ourselves that escaping will help.
Because we’re too afraid to rise up.
Because we’re too ashamed to care.
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Because we become blasé when life's hard.
Because we’re scared.
Walls seem to save us, even as they block out the sun;
Not realising the truth until we're already numb.
Finding that our eyes are shut, we force ourselves to wake up.
Blink.
We shed our snake skins and caterpillar cocoons.
We flood out from the darkness, reborn anew.
We don't forget the past ‒ all that we are is connected.
Giving our all, and all that we are. We refuse to regret it.
We fly
Into the light.

Photography: Adam Clifton
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CONTRIBUTOR BIOGRAPHIES

__

Robin Baines is a third-year Creative Writing and Film Studies student.
Their special interests are horror films and literature, genre fiction,
and scriptwriting – although they love to write out of their comfort
zone and experiment with new ideas. ‘The Façade of Aristine’ deals
with the grief of Aristine, whose life-partner died in battle and did not
get to say goodbye. Aristine digs up the body from the cemetery
and tries to project a perfect life onto them both – a life before
Aristine died.
Joshua Barton is a local artist who studied at Hull School of Art and
Design. He recently acquired a master’s in Creative Practice despite
being unable to produce much work during the lockdown period.
Since the start of this year, he has been producing more work in an
illustrative style, as opposed to traditional painting – his previous
focus. Joshua gets inspiration from a lot of sources, but is most fond
of early 20th-century art, fashion and photography – especially Art
Nouveau posters and early book illustrations. Joshua got in touch
with Hull Scribbler, having seen our call for submissions on
Instagram and been inspired. Despite Joshua never having been a
student with us, we accepted his piece, thanks to its striking
qualities, and his own ‘emergence.’
Sam Bland is a first-year Creative Writing and English student who is
grateful for the opportunity to contribute her menagerie of travel
photographs, taken during journeys to Alaska, Oregon, and
Edinburgh. Her favourites are the two beautiful photos taken back
home in California, near her neighbourhood creek trail, which we’ve
featured on pages 37 and 58.
Niamh Clarkson is a third-year English student. During her time at the
University, she’s been able to home in on her literary passions: the
depiction of female characters, psychology, and sexuality/gender
identity. Being a hopeless romantic, Niamh is heavily inspired by her
own sexuality and romantic relationships, as well as connections to
nature. Two of her favourite writers are Carol Ann Duffy and
Jeanette Winterson, whose work offers motivation behind Niamh’s
own. To read more of Niamh’s poems, follow her Instagram
account, @niamhspoetry.
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Ben Coleman is a first-year student, studying BA English. His
aspirations are to enjoy the writing process and not tear his hair out
during the editing and submission phase. The inspiration for ‘Well,
Well, Well’ came from the examples he gives at the beginning of the
piece and the range of genres and messages they contain: the
scope of well stories. He also enjoyed the idea of submitting a
strange, bizarre and dark story, when the word ‘emergence’ usually
brings very different connotations. ‘Well, that’s everything,’ he says.
(We appreciate that final touch, Ben.)
Casey Cousins is in her first year of a BA in English and Creative
writing. She has returned to education after having a family, and
also having worked as an administrator at the University of Lincoln
for over a decade. Casey recently discovered that she enjoyed
writing poetry, and decided that she would like to teach English in
the future. After having gone through a difficult time in her life,
Casey wrote ‘Butterfly’ as a way of expressing how she is changing,
for the better, but how difficult that is – and that she’s not quite there
yet. Casey’s other poem in this anthology was, earlier this year,
accepted into a local digital artwork exhibition in Scunthorpe.
T.S. Drayton is a second-year student and is, in her own words,
‘Approximately sixteen shades of “oddball” with a fatal attraction to
all of the world’s perfectly formed paradoxes.’ She uses writing as a
means of making sense of whatever weird and wonderful nonsense
life comes up with. ‘The issue is, instead of me writing something, it
often ends up writing me – but what a beautiful way for art to exist
through us,’ she says. (We agree.)
Andrew Gooch is a writer and performer in his second year of studying
English and Creative Writing. His work includes short stories,
spoken word and plays, all of which deal with themes of anxiety,
depression and the effects of mental health on young people.
Lucy Jolliff is a second-year American Studies student from Lincoln,
aspiring to become a professional writer in some form or another.
She was the youngest contributing writer for ‘In Her Own Words’ –
an International Women's Day 2020 theatre project in Manchester.
She is interested in all kinds of writing – she’s working on a novel
and a screenplay, and she’s entered a lot of short story contests!
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James Mather is a third-year student, studying English and Creative
Writing, with the hope of progressing to a master’s degree here at
Hull. He loves science fiction and fantasy, both in film and TV, which
have been the driving inspiration for him to write – particularly
Herbert’s Dune and Tolkien’s Middle-earth. ‘Emergence’ is inspired
by the past few years and James’s personal struggle with wanting to
be both alone and with others. While James loves being around
people, Covid and the isolation that came with it impacted him
heavily, and he wanted to use that pain to fuel his writing – helping
him to express and explore himself.
Matt McGivern, born and raised in Hull, is in his first year, studying
Creative Writing and English. Matt normally writes horror and
fantasy – however, he has found himself writing more poetry. ‘To
the Man in Banda Aceh’ is about the guilt Matt felt coming out to his
unsupportive mother.
Jaydon Nolan is a 23-year-old second-year English and Creative
Writing student from Hull. He’s currently pursuing a career in writing,
with his main areas of interest being novel writing, scriptwriting and
poetry. ‘To My Childhood Friend’ is about Jaydon’s bond with Max,
his childhood dog. Max’s unconditional love and imperishable
positivity helped Jaydon through his most challenging patch in life –
when he felt alienated from society and unable to create meaningful
connections with people – and the companionship helped him
bloom into a confident person who fully accepts himself. ‘I wouldn’t
be who I am today without that friendship, and wanted to pay tribute
to that,’ says Jaydon.
Gabrielle Randazzo is a first-year student, studying Creative writing and
English. She has always had a love for writing, and feels that having
this love has secured her ambition of becoming a teacher. Gabrielle
has always enjoyed helping others, and sometimes this helps her
with her creative process. Regarding her inspiration behind ‘Hope’,
Gabrielle created a character – Hope (for a new beginning) – with
the intent to share a message to others: no matter how hard life is,
there is always someone who can take you away from the
darkness.
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Katie Stones is a Creative Writing MA and Drama and Film Studies BA
graduate whose passion is writing for both stage and screen –
usually with a comedic tone but trying to incorporate elements of
drama and magical realism. ‘Off the Rails’ is her first foray into
writing radio plays. Her influences include the old British sitcoms
that she was brought up on, the comedic farces of Ray Cooney and
Georges Feydeau, and the likes of Philip Ridley and Terry Pratchett.
Elise Ward-Mollett is in her third year of English and Creative Writing at
the University of Hull. ‘Born Anew’ was inspired by events from her
own life, the ever-present beauty of nature, and her belief that we
should accept who we are and endeavour to become our truest
selves. It is also about accepting and choosing yourself, and how
the world improves when you do.

Photography: Faye Armstrong
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MEET THE HULL SCRIBBLER/ENGLISH SOCIETY TEAM!
Acting Chief Editor of Hull Scribbler & English Society President
Adam Clifton is from Buckingham, but has been here for nine years,
working on an 18-novel speculative fiction series and the odd long
piece of self-indulgent poetry. He’s just finishing his first year of a
Creative Writing PhD, although he’s been at it for two (long story).
He joined English Society as a fresher and remained past his MA.
He set a goal of seeing the Society do things this year it hadn’t done
for years. This was largely realised: activities ranging from bowling
to workshops, publisher tutorials, a literary tour, and a Q&A with an
award-winning author were achieved, despite a tricky illness. Owing
to the role being vacant, he absorbed Chief Editor responsibilities
(for which he arguably didn’t have time!). In this capacity, his aim
was for Scribbler to be published in physical form for the first time
since 2018. He is overjoyed at the result – but this would’ve been
impossible without his wonderful team.
Editors of Hull Scribbler
Amy Bilton is studying for an MA in English, focusing on creative
writing. She enjoys reading and writing in a range of genres – she’s
even written a full-length musical! A scientist by training, Amy has a
degree in Biology and an MPhil in Agriculture (though she struggles
to keep plants alive!). She joined us after having worked at CERN,
home of the Large Hadron Collider, with her worldly nature very
apparent to us in socials, the editing process, and, of course, her
excellent writing. I would like to commend Amy for her diligence and
insight during editing: she didn’t just skim for obvious errors, but
offered oodles of constructive feedback. (Acting) Chief Editor and
first-time submitter alike have learnt from her.
Levi Goodson is doing an MA in English. His interests lie in fantasy and
science fiction, and his ultimate goal is a published novel. His
favourite author is Haruki Murakami, but he loves to read anything
and everything. Levi is friendly and helpful – good qualities for his
other role as a Social Secretary – and I’ve appreciated his help with
the website (because I’m 30 going on 90, it seems).
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Matt Murphy is an aspiring writer from Beverley. He loved his bachelor’s
in Creative Writing and English, and it was an easy decision to stay
on for a master’s in English. He has been an enthusiastic and
supportive member, and could always be depended on to check
how I was doing and tell me to get some much-needed rest! He was
excited to help support student writers in developing their work – a
role he performed with conscientiousness and for which he often
asked if there was more he could do.
Lilliana Pievaitis is a second-year English Literature student. She loves
reading other people’s writing and couldn’t wait to see our amazing
submissions. She sent in her own work early, and later backed it up
with some amazing photos. Lilliana is taking over as Chief Editor of
Hull Scribbler (no more of this ‘Acting’ business!) and I wish her
every success in a very challenging – but equally rewarding – role.
English Society Senior Committee Members
Faye Armstrong is an MA English Literature student. She submitted a
collection of photographs taken in Whitby, York and Hull after
‘emerging’ from the last lockdown, and we’ve included several. The
photograph of the bee on the flower – which readers may recognise
from its regular appearances on the Emergence promotional
material Faye made for us – was taken near where Faye lives. Faye
has been indispensable as our Secretary & VP since last year,
helping me with administration and socials, and generally being a
rock behind the scenes. She even topped it off with some editing for
this issue.
Libby Towse is a second-year English Literature student. As Treasurer,
it’s been quiet for her – such is the role – but we couldn’t function
without her. Her aims were to make sure everyone had a good time,
and expand our budget. On both counts, she was successful: she
put on some great socials which, in turn, brought increased
membership. Libby is taking a big step up next year in becoming
Society President; I wish her well in building on our successes and
continuing the Society’s ‘emergence’.
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Photography: Adam Clifton
The team would like to thank:
All our Society members, without whose membership we would have
been unable to fund the printing of Emergence; Elizabeth Middleton and
Hull University Students’ Union, for your constant support of the Society
and for granting us funds to help print this issue; Steve Wilson and the
University’s print team; Clare McKinlay, for liaising with the print team for
us; Ed Hurst, for all your support and advice this year; HU Writes, for
inviting us to your showcases and setting such a high bar with Document
1; every single one of our imaginative and talented contributors; and
finally, you – our readers. Thank you.

In association with

Want to get involved in our
next issue, or join our team?
Find us on social media or
email us at
hullscribbler@gmail.com.
Don’t forget to join English
Society for socials!

Cover photography & design: Adam Clifton
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